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1. Introduction

Along with other common properties, Bulgarian (Blg) and Modern Greek (MGrk) exhibit strikingly similar patterns of subjunctive complementation, in terms of both structure and interpretation. Unlike the rest of the Balkan languages which possess special subjunctive morphology and/or subjunctive complementizers, Blg and MGrk have finite complements with null complementizers that may function either as subjunctives, or as infinitives, depending on the lexical properties of the matrix verb. Thus, complements of, for example, volitionals, as in (1a) below from MGrk, typically correspond to a Romance-type subjunctive (cf. (1b) from French), while complements of, for example, aspectuals and control verbs, as in (2a), typically correspond to an English or Romance-type infinitive (cf. (2b)):

(1)  a. Θέλω να ερωτηθείμ.  
    want-1SG na come−1SG/come-3SG
    'I want to come.'/'I want her/him to come.'

    b. Je veux que j'aille partir.

(2)  a. O Janis prospēzē na katalavi.
    the Janis tried−3SG na understand−3SG
    'Janis tried to understand.'

    b. Jean essaie de PRO comprendre.

The only "mark" for the subjunctive in MGrk is the verbal particle na, which according to a widely held view in current MGrk studies does not exhibit complementizer properties (Phillipaki-Warburton 1987; Rivero 1987, 1994; Terzi 1991, 1992, among others). The embedded verb is characterized by tense restrictions (to be discussed in greater detail below) but is otherwise fully inflected for person and number agreement. As far as the referential properties of the embedded subject are concerned, (1a) and (2a) present a curious asymmetry in...
terms of binding relations. Complements of, for example, volitionals in MGrk (and Blg, as we shall see) allow but do not require their (null) subjunctive subject to be coreferent with the matrix subject, thus voiding the familiar obviating effect characteristic of Romance subjunctive clauses (1b). On the other hand, verbs like try select a control complement in which the (null) embedded subject is strictly anaphoric and may be interpreted only through a local antecedent in the matrix clause.3

This contrast in referential behavior, which is reminiscent of the distinction between nonobligatory and obligatory control, as proposed by Williams (1980), is due, but only in part, to the individual lexicosemantic properties of the complement-selecting predicates. I will show that there are syntactic aspects of control that cannot be accounted for by any theory that considers control (and mood selection) to be a pure semantic matter (see Joseph 1992, Farkas 1992a, among others). In this essay, I will try to attain a generalization regarding the syntactic conditions that require a particular null subject in a particular environment and, ultimately, to establish a correlation between types of empty categories (ecs) and properties of clauses that license these ecs.

Varlokosta and Hornstein (1993) argue on the basis of an earlier proposal by Iatridou (1993) that MGrk subjunctives do not constitute a uniform class but should rather be divided into two subsets, and that each subset can be identified through the type of null subject that it takes—pronominal pro versus anaphoric PRO. The discussion of the Bulgarian data (in section 2) will confirm the essential correctness of this proposal. Once the distribution of pro and PRO in Blg and MGrk subjunctive clauses is captured, it will be shown that the two types of contexts are mutually exclusive and can be defined through a correlation with the morphological content of subjunctive tense in terms of feature strength (section 3). Thus, my analysis will lead to the conclusion that optional and obligatory control of the null subjunctive subject in cases like (1a) versus (2a) does not result from properties intrinsic to pro or PRO but is rather a consequence of the distribution of tense features and ultimately an instantiation of feature checking in the relevant configurations (section 4).

I will adopt the Minimalist approach of Chomsky (1993) with some insights from Chomsky (1995, chap. 4) concerning the motivation and the conditions of covert and overt movement as driven by feature-checking considerations. I will assume the standard view that pro has nominative Case, which is checked by the strong features of finite tense. With respect to PRO, I will adopt the Case-theoretic account of its distribution, as proposed by Chomsky and Lasnik (1993), who argue that PRO is the minimal Case-marked DP that checks null Case against a minimal Infl. “Minimal” Infl is identified with the weak feature of nonfinite tense (i.e., [-tense]) typically associated with control infinitivals, for instance, in English. For MGrk and Blg, however, which do not exhibit any finite/nonfinite distinctions in their subjunctive complements, the correct identification of tense features in terms of strength is still not fully understood.

I will assume that the structure that corresponds to MGrk and Blg subjunctive clauses is (3), which follows the plan of Chomsky (1995, chap. 4): that agreement features are checked in a Spec-head relation within TP, following adjunction of V (or its tense features) to T and raising of Su to Spec, TP:

(3) \[ V^0 \{ CP \} C^0 \{ MP \} T^0 \{ TP \} \{ V \} \{ SU \} \{ V^0 \} \]

The idea that finiteness and PRO are not in complementary distribution (at least in the Balkan languages) was originally proposed by Terzi (1991) (cf. also Terzi 1992, 1997). For Terzi, the “task” of licensing PRO is given to the particle na which heads a M(ood)P(phrase) (for a similar analysis see also Rivero 1994) and checks null case in all subjunctives as opposed to indicative. While I adopt the existence of an MP, I do not agree that M is involved in null Case-checking. In my view, M is simply a label for the position occupied by the particle, and as such, it is not responsible for deriving the structural properties of the null subject in MGrk and Blg control complements.

2. Null subjunctive subjects in Bulgarian: Cross-linguistic parallels

In this section, I will briefly discuss the Blg data and show that Blg subjunctives distribute like their MGrk counterparts and exhibit similar structural properties and subject (co)reference effects. Subjunctive complements in Blg are introduced by the particle da followed by a finite verb (or a finite auxiliary), which shows tense restrictions but full person and number agreement. Compare (4a) and (4a) with (4b) and (4b):

(4) a. \( \text{Ivan} \text{ iska } \text{ee}_d \text{ da sledva.} \) Bkg
   Ivan want-3SG da study-3SG
   ‘Ivan wants to go to college.’

a’. \( \text{O Janis} \text{ elpizi } \text{ee}_d \text{ na fiji.} \) MGrk
   the Janis hope-3SG na leave-3SG
   ‘Janis hopes to leave.’

b. \( \text{Ivan moze } \text{ee}_e \text{ da speceli pari.} \) Blg
   Ivan can-3SG da make-3SG money
   ‘Ivan can make money.’

b’. \( \text{O Janis} \text{ bori } \text{ee}_e \text{ na majirevi.} \) MGrk
   the Janis can-3SG na cook-3SG
   ‘Janis can cook.’

In (4a) which corresponds to (4a)’ from MGrk the embedded subject may but need not be coreferent with the matrix subject, while in (4b) which corresponds to (4b)’ from MGrk, it has to be coreferent. Rudin (1986) has argued convincingly that the particle da is not a complementizer, so the subjunctive clauses in (4a/b) are headed by a null complementizer, on a par with their MGrk counterparts.

Extending Varlokosta and Hornstein’s (1993) proposal to Blg, I would like
SUBJUNCTIVES IN BULGARIAN AND MODERN GREEK

It is important to note that even after da-clauses have gained a much wider distribution and entirely replaced the infinitive in all other contexts, verbs typically expressing deontic modality or some sort of an aspectual meaning continued to function as the only predicate type still compatible with an infinitive (cf. (7)):

(7) Ne možesë bo rajo skrbi skrbina pasbinskova, not can-2SG moreover you-NOM endure-INF sorrows of-a-hermit
(Cod. Supr., 169.27-28)

With respect to subject reference, the contrast between (6a) and (7) is reminiscent of the rivalry between the subjunctive and the infinitive in Romance (cf. (8a) and (8b) from Spanish). Thus, (6a) seems to instantiate the well-known obviative effect typical for Romance subjunctives but generally lacking in the Balkan languages.15

(8) a. Juan, deseas [que pro] Maria vaya con él.]
John wish-3SG that pro/Maria go-3SG.SUBJ with him
‘John wants Mary to go with him.’
b. Juan desea [PRO ir a la playa.]]
John wish-3SG [PRO go-INF to the beach.
‘John wants to go to the beach.’

I will not be concerned with the lack of obviation in Modern Blg; I will simply note that the distinction between Type I and Type II Ss achieves a concrete result in this direction. Farkas (1992b) argues that in Romance and other languages, obviative complements are a subset of the subjunctive complements and appear precisely in those contexts where the infinitive may alternate with the subjunctive. Thus, the obviative effect is closely related to the role played by the infinitive. With the elimination of the Old Blg infinitive, the

2.1. A brief historical overview

From a historical perspective, it is apparent that Blg da-clauses have developed

subset (as in (4a) and (4a′)) may take a pro subject, while the other (as in (4b) and (4b′)) may take a PRO subject. These two subsets will be labeled Type I and Type II Subjunctives, respectively. Since I assume that each subjunctive type is a matter of selection, I propose that epistemic verbs (for example, nadjavam/seelpizo ‘hope’, svjeljem/pistivno ‘believe’, trjedva/predpi ‘must’, etc.) and volitional/declarative (for example, iskan/belo ‘want’, željajepstimo ‘wish’, etc.) select a Type I S, while aspectual verbs (for example, započim/arcizo ‘begin’, produljavan/sinexivo ‘continue’, sprijam/stimatao ‘stop’, etc.) and (subject) control verbs (for example, znaju/ksero ‘know’, moga/boro ‘can’, opitiim/seprio ‘try’, zabrjavam/ksevno ‘forget’, uspjavam/profeno ‘succeed’, vznanjerjavam/xedizjo/skopevno ‘intend’, etc.) select a Type II S.8

Moreover, in terms of interpretation, I claim that Type I Ss have a prototypically subjunctive function, while Type II Ss have a prototypically infinitival function. In terms of selection, the former type correlates with “true” subjunctives in languages that mark this mood morphologically. It is well-known that Romance languages consistently select the subjunctive in volitional (the equivalents of want), desiderative (the equivalents of wish, desire) and epistemic contexts (the equivalents of it is possible, it is necessary, etc.), and also with some (epistemic) indicative-taking verbs under negation (e.g., know, think, believe) (see Farkas 1992a for an extensive discussion of thematic classes of verbs and mood selection). While I will not be concerned with Balkan-Romance cross-linguistic parallels, such facts might provide additional empirical support for the above generalization.

Type II Ss in Blg and MGrk. on the other hand, correlate with (subject) control infinitivals in languages which mark the finite/nonfinite distinction.9 For example, they do not allow passivization (5a), ECM (5b), or wh-extraction (5c), and they show a lack of WCO effects with scrambling (5d), just like English try-class verbs:

(5) a. *Ivan beše uspjat [e da zamine.]  
Ivan was-3SG managed da leave-3SG
b. *Ivan uspjel [Peter da zamine.]  
Ivan managed-3SG Peter to leave-3SG
c. *Koj uspjel Ivan [t da zamine?]  
who managed-3SG Ivan to leave-3SG
d. Njakoj, sebovete mu, ne uspjelal [e da go nakažat.  
someone bosses his not managed-3PL da him punish-3PL
‘Someone, his bosses did not manage to punish.’
strictly differentiated from that of Type I Ss, which presumably had the effect of blocking the possibility for an obviative reading of the null subjunctive subject in the latter.

2.2. pro subjects in Type I subjunctives

Now, let us examine some evidence that will reinforce the proposed distinction between the two types of subjunctive clauses in Blg. The issue of systematically differentiating between pro and PRO becomes important due to the fact that da-complements are finite with strong agreement, and therefore pro and PRO will not differ in terms of φ features, although, in theory, they will differ in terms of Case.

In this subsection, I will argue that the set of pronominal properties typically associated with pro gives the basis for the proper identification of the null subject in subjunctives of Type I in Blg as pro (for MGrk see Terzi 1991, 1992; Iatridou 1993; Varlokosta and Hornstein 1993).

First, there is no complementary distribution between null subjunctive subjects and nominative DPs or overt pronouns, a behavior expected of pro and not of PRO. As the indices in (9) illustrate, the overt pronoun can refer to the matrix DP or to some other DP, salient in the discourse. The same indexing applies to the EC, which points to the fact that it behaves like an empty pronominal by virtue of its specific and free reference:

(9) Ivan iska [brat muhoj/écij da sledva.]  
Ivan want-3SG brother his/he da study-3SG  
‘Ivan wants his brother/him to go to college.’ /’Ivan wants to go to college.’

Further, (10a) from Blg and its MGrk parallel (10b) show that embedded agreement can take any person or number value, irrespective of the agreement within the matrix clause. Again, this is to be expected, if the subjunctive subject is pro and not PRO: like DPs or overt pronouns (as in (9)), pro has nominative Case, which is checked against the embedded Inf1 tense, as I have assumed. Besides, the pro subject can be referentially free because its content will always be identified by the finite agreement in the embedded clause. The latter therefore defines a complete functional complex (in Chomsky’s 1986 terminology):

(10) a. Nadjavam se [pro da dojdeš/dojdat.]  
hope-1SG da come-2SG/come-3PL  
‘I hope that you/they come.’

b. Elpizo [proha erbis/erbu.]  
hope-1SG na come-2SG/come-3PL  
same as in (10a)

Consequently, (10a) and (10b) are opaque complements, as are their respective

may also take an indicative complement with the lexical complementizer će/oti ‘that’:

(11) a. Nadjavam se [će pro še dojdeš/dojdat.]  
hope-1SG that will come-2SG/come-3PL  
‘I hope that you/they will come.’

b. Elpizo [oti da erbis/erbu.]  
hope-1SG that will come-2SG/come-3PL  
same as (11a)

Further, if pro is available in structures like (10), then it should be possible for the null subject to function as an expletive, according to Safir and Jaeggli’s (1989) diagnostics. Constructions (12a) and (12b) show that this prediction is borne out:

(12) a. Nadjavam se [pro ex da e očeviđo/će toj še uspe.] Blg  
hope-1SG to be-3SG obvious that he will succeed-3SG  
‘I hope it is obvious that he will succeed.’

b. Elpizo [pro ex na miv vrex avrio.] MGrk  
hope-1SG na NEG rain-3SG tomorrow  
‘I hope it will not rain tomorrow.’

Higginbotham (1992, note 84) has noted that a pronoun may receive a covariant or an invariant interpretation under gapping or VP ellipsis. Under the former interpretation referred to as ‘sloppy identity’ reading, the reference of the pronoun as a bound variable shifts with that of its antecedent, while under the latter interpretation, also known as ‘strict identity’ reading, the reference of the pronoun is invariably associated with that of its original antecedent. Consider (13) from Blg:

(13) Ivan iska [pro da zamine], sášo i Peter [VP ə]  
Ivan want-3SG to leave-3SG too and Peter  
‘Ivan wants to leave, and so does Peter.’

In (13) the null subject in the elided VP [iska [ec da zamine]] ‘wants to leave’ can refer back to the next higher subject Peter or to the superordinate subject Ivan, that is, it admits both the sloppy and the strict identity readings, which correspond to (13i) and (13ii), respectively:

(13) i. Peter wants him, Ivan, to leave.

ii. Peter wants himself, Peter, to leave.

The fact that the null subject in (13) can be invariant (the strict reading in (13ii)) or covariant (the sloppy reading in (13i)) provides further evidence that the null embedded subject in Type I Ss has a pro status.
2.3. PRO subjects in Type II subjunctives

I claimed above that Type II Ss have an anaphoric PRO subject, which requires a local DP controller in order to be interpreted regardless of the fact that the embedded agreement serves to identify its featural content. This requirement imposes a strict identity condition on the agreement specification of the matrix and the embedded verbs (compare (14) with (10) above) and the same time excludes the possibility of an arbitrary PRO in Blg control structures, as the ungrammaticality of (15a) shows:

(14) Ivan može [PRO da zanine/*zamine/*zamine k]
    Ivan is-able-3SG da leave-3SG/leave-1PL/leave-2SG

(15) a. "Ivan može [PRO arb da SE zanine.]
    Ivan is-able-3SG da SE leave-3SG

b. Mary is able PRO to wash herself/*oneself.

In (15a) the embedded clause contains the impersonalizing particle SE, which generally produces arbitrary effects when added to a third person verb in Blg. It has been noticed (Bouchard 1984, Koster 1984, among others) that the relationship between PRO and its controller is similar to the relationship between an anaphor and its antecedent. Thus, from a binding-theoretic perspective, (15a) will be ruled out for the same reason as in (15b) in English is ruled out—lack of an appropriate antecedent to bind the anaphor (but see Lasnik 1992 for arguments that Control cannot be reduced to the principles of binding theory). If arb effects in Blg are related to the structural properties of the embedded subject (as Krapova 1996 has argued), then we may expect that the feature arb will be compatible only with pro subjects. Construction (16), which has a Type I S, confirms this observation:

(16) Ivan iška [pro arb da SE trągne sledoeb.]  
    Ivan wants-3SG to SE leave-3SG afternoon
   "Ivan wants (for people/one) to leave in the afternoon."

Given that the null subject in Type II Ss is PRO and not pro, it will be in complementary distribution with lexical DPs and with bound or free pronouns, as (17a) and (17b) illustrate:

(17) a. Ivan to [PR/šihtoj/*j/*brotn mu]
    Ivan succeeded-3SG he/brother his
da spečetii mogo pari.]
da make-3SG a lot of money
   "Ivan succeeded in making a lot of money."

b. O Janis to proθias [PRO na kani MGkr
    the Janis will succeed-3SG to make-3SG
mja volta (*o aθelfos tw/*aftos )
a walk (brother his/he)

Since lexical subjects have nominative Case, while PRO has null Case, the contrast between (17) and (9) above yields an explanation in terms of Case (see section 4 for a proposal on how Case-checking operates in subjunctive clauses). Consequently, Type II Ss provide a null Case-checking environment, while Type I Ss provide a nominative Case-checking environment.

Turning to the properties of the possible controllers of PRO in contexts with Type II Ss, it should be noted that the content of PRO is sensitive to the referential properties of its local (pronominal) antecedent (Higginbotham 1992). In (18), which presents a combination of a Type I and a Type II S, PRO may have the same reference as the pronoun in the intermediate clause:

(18) Ivan ne si predstovja [proj/*toj/*j da može
    Ivan not imagine-3SG he da can-3SG
    [PRO/*j da zamine vednaga, ]
    da leave-3SG immediately

   'Ivan does not imagine that he will be able to leave right away.'

In (18) PRO admits two interpretations—it can be either free or coreferent with the superordinate subject Ivan. This ambiguity is due to the fact that PRO inherits the referential capacity of its overt or null pronominal antecedent.

In (19) it is shown further that, as expected of PRO, null subjects in Type II Ss admit only a covariant interpretation under VP ellipsis (following Higginbotham’s 1992 diagnostics). Thus, PRO in (19) allows only the sloppy identity reading given in (19i) (similar facts hold for MGkr as well, as Varlokovska and Hornstein 1993 report):

(19) a. Ivan vavnamerjava [PRO da započne rabota], vəsto i Petar [VP ə]
    Ivan intend-3SG da start-3SG work too and Peter
   "Ivan intends to start work and so does Peter."

b. Ivan to se opita [PR/da pomaga/na Anton.]
    Ivan will try-3SG to help-3SG to Anton
   "Ivan will try to help Anton."

Finally, (20) from Blg and (23) from MGkr show that the null subject in Type II Ss is thematically constraint:

(20) a. Ivan šte se opita [PR/da pomaga/na Anton.]
    Ivan will try-3SG da help-3SG to Anton
   "Ivan will try to help Anton."

b. "Ivan šte se opita [PR/da napovedobjava/na Anton.]
    Ivan will try-3SG to resemble-3SG to Anton

(21) a. O Janis to stamatis [PR/na voivtai ton Andonis.]
    the Janis will stop-3SG to help-3SG the Andonis.
   'Janis will stop helping Andonis.'

b. *O Janis to stamatis [PR/na mjasi/ton Andonis.]
    the Janis will stop-3SG to resemble-3SG to the Andonis.
The fact that control complements in Blg and MGrk take agentive subjects is compatible with Lasnik’s (1992,240) observation that “for a wide range of obligatory control constructions, the predicate of the complement must be an intentional action, that is one either fully, or partially within the intentional control of the subject.” So we would expect that when the matrix predicate selects a Type I S with a pro subject, no thematic constraints will be imposed on pro. That this expectation is borne out is shown by (22) from Blg:

(22) a. Ivan se nadjava [pro da posvätava Petur.]
   Ivan hope-3SG da visit-3SG Petur
b. Ivan se nadjava [pro da napodobjava na Petur.]
   Ivan hope-3SG da resemble-3SG to Petur

Thus, with verbs that permit either pro or a lexical DP as the subject of their subjunctive complement, a full range of φ roles is available to that subject. This situation finds a parallel in English for verbs like want, which may take a lexical NP as well as PRO, that is, they do not require an obligatorily controlled PRO, as Williams (1980) and Lasnik (1992) have observed:

(23) a. John wanted [Sue/PRO to visit Bill.] (Lasnik’s (38) and (41))
   b. John wanted [Sue/PRO to resemble Bill.]

To summarize, the above discussion seems to provide strong arguments in favor of an important distinction between Type I and Type II Ss in Blg as well as in MGrk in terms of the empty category of their subjects. Several tests have been used to establish the validity of the distinction on both syntactic and semantic grounds. I have argued that each ec is associated with an array of properties which uniquely identify them as pro and PRO, respectively. More concretely, it has been shown that in Type I Ss the null subject has a pro status since it may alternate with a lexical DP or an overt pronoun, it may function as an expletive, it permits a covariant and an invariant interpretation, it is compatible with arbitrary effects and it is not thematically constrained. On the other hand, Type II Ss should be associated with anaphoric PRO since their null subject instantiates none of the above properties.

3. On the tense properties of subjunctives

In light of the above discussion, we are left with a paradox: if both pro and PRO are licensed in the subject position of the embedded da/na-clause, then two Cases will have to be checked within the embedded clause—pro will check nominative, while PRO will check null Case. Thus, we have to explain how the right type of Case is checked in each configuration. If we manage to do this, then we can go one step further—namely, to claim that the above-mentioned properties of the two types of subjunctives are not inherent to the contrast between pro and PRO but can be motivated to follow from or at least to correlate with some other properties of the clauses in which they are licensed.

Although it is generally true that subjunctive tense is defective and usually anaphoric, I will show that Type I and Type II Ss differ with respect to their tense specification. More precisely, I will argue that in terms of tense features, the former has a richer semantic content than the latter. In this section, a more detailed examination of this important distinction is provided.

Turning now to the data, the following generalization obtains: Type I Ss may not appear in the whole range of indicative tenses, but they nevertheless exhibit fewer tense restrictions than Type II Ss. This seems true for both MGrk (as originally observed by Iatridou 1993) and Blg (as observed by Maldjieva 1989).

Since Type I Ss appear as complements to epistemic and volitional predicates, they have a “possible future” interpretation (Bresnan 1972), that is, they describe something hypothetical or unrealized. Picallo (1984) notes that the value of the tense operator in subjunctive clauses cannot be specified within a given set of points in time, leaving undetermined whether the event in V has occurred or will occur.

Bulgarian and Modern Greek subjunctives are incompatible with the morphological past (aorist) tense and the future tense, implicating that the [past] features in embedded tense do not have an independent status. Besides, the aorist in Blg conveys a modalized meaning, called “event-witnessing” (Kucar 1994), which is incompatible with a hypothetical/irrealis interpretation and also with the fact that subjunctives cannot be assigned a truth value as far as the speaker is concerned (Farkas 1992a). With respect to other tense restrictions, however, Type I and Type II Ss behave differently. With the exception of the future and the aorist, Type I Ss permit all of the indicative tenses: present (the unmarked case), imperfect, present perfect and past perfect. Consider first present tense subjunctives ((24a) and (24b)) from Blg and their MGrk parallels ((24a') and (24b')):

(24) a. Nadjavam se da dojdes. a'. Elpiz o na erías.
   hope-1SG da come-2SG hope-1SG na come-2SG
b. Nadjavam se da dojdes b'. Ilpiz o na erías.
   hope-past-1SG da come-2SG hope-past-1SG na come-2SG

With present tense matrix verbs (as in (24a) and (24a')), the “unrealized” future reading of the present tense subjunctive is readily available, since the time of the evaluation coincides with the speech time. With past tense verbs (as in (24b/b')), the present tense subjunctive has a “future-relative-to-past” value, since the time of the evaluation coincides with the matrix clause event time. This is confirmed by the possibility of having different temporal adverbs in the higher and lower clauses, as in (25):

(25) Veera si mislex [Ivan utre da me zaveda na kine.] yesterday think-IMPF.1SG Ivan tomorrow da me take-3SG to cinema
   'I was thinking yesterday that Ivan could take me to the cinema tomorrow.'

We see in (25) that the future-oriented adverb utre ‘tomorrow’ has narrow
adverb večera 'yesterday' that modifies the higher clause. Such facts seem to show that Type I S clauses may denote an independent event and have a distinct time frame, although a specific temporal interpretation is imposed by the tense features of the matrix predicate (see Varlokosta and Hornstein 1993 for a discussion of relevant facts from MGrk).

This conjecture is confirmed by some additional facts concerning the interpretation of perfect tense subjunctives illustrated in (26):

(26) a. Nadjavam se da e dosūl veče.
    Blg
    hope-PAST.1SG da be-3SG come-PRT/already
    'I hope that he has come already.'

b. Nadjavax se da e dosūl/beshe dosūl.
    hope-PAST.1SG da be-3SG come-PRT/was-3SG come-PRT
    'I hoped that you have/had/come.'

a'. Elpizo na exi erēia pja.
    MGrk
    hope-1SG na have-3SG come-PRT already
    same as (26a)

b'. Ipiza na exi erēia/ice erēia.
    hope-PAST.1SG na have-3SG come-PRT/had-3SG come-PRT
    same as (26b)

In all the cases in (26) the perfect cannot be interpreted as a true past—that is, even if the action has taken place in the past, the embedded tense is still unrealized with respect to the time of the action of the matrix verb (Stowell 1982). This, however, does not imply that the perfect has no semantic contribution of its own. Rather, it still functions as a resultative tense relative to some reference point R and, depending on the matrix tense, may yield a hypothetical (26a/a’) or a counterfactual (26b/b’) interpretation. In (26), R coincides with the speech time by default, but R can be established by any time indicator, such as the temporal adverbials in (27) from Blg referring to the future ((27a)) or to the past (27b):

(27) a. Nadjavax se da si zaminal do utre/
    hope-PAST.1SG da be-2SG left by tomorrow/
    predi Ivan da se obadi.
    before Ivan da call-3SG
    'I hoped you would have left by tomorrow/before Ivan calls.'

b. Nadjavax se da si zaminal predi tri godini.
    hope-PAST.1SG da be-2SG left before three years
    'I hoped you had left three years ago.'

All temporal adverbials have a narrow scope and serve to fix the time reference of the perfect relative to R, without conflicting with the (past) tense of the matrix verb, as predicted. Note that even if the subjunctive has a past perfect mechanism (like the Sequence of tenses rule), because the embedded verb expresses much the same temporal relation (nonpast) with respect to matrix tense, as its present perfect counterpart. In other words, the [+past] distinction between the present perfect and the past perfect is neutralized in subjunctive contexts, and it is for this reason that past perfect subjunctives are relatively rare, at least in Blg.

The significant distinctions discussed above are hard to reconcile with the proposal put forward for MGrk that subjunctive tense should be specified with [-T], due to the restriction on the usage of the aorist (Iatridou 1993, Varlokosta and Hornstein 1993). On the other hand, if we allow the [+T] specification only for those Type I Ss, which can appear in the past tense (and with a limited number of verbs in MGrk such as elpizo ‘hope’, pistev ‘hope’, fandazome ‘imagine’, etc.), we will be missing a generalization regarding the unitary behavior of the null subject, as established in the previous section. Since Type I Ss in both Blg and MGrk nevertheless exhibit tense distinctions, albeit fewer than the respective indicative complements, I will propose that their tense is uniformly specified with [+T]. Apparently, tense in Type I Ss lacks [±Past] features, but it contains other tense features such as, for example, [±Resultative], which act in combination with the matrix tense features and yield the "unrealized future" interpretation of Type I Ss. In other words, the tense features of Type I Ss are not necessarily anaphoric upon matrix tense, although they depend on the latter in order to be interpreted (see note 13 and Dobrovie-Sorin 1994 for a similar interpretation of the Romanian subjunctives).

Consider now Type II Ss. First, compare (25) with the ungrammatical (28). Structures (28a) and (28a’) have the matrix control verb znam/ksero ‘know’, and (28b) and (28b’) have the matrix aspectual verb započinam/arpizi ‘begin’:

    Blg
    now know-1SG da swim-1SG tomorrow

a’. *Tora o Janis kseri na kolimba avrio.
    MGrk
    now Janis know-3SG na swim-3SG tomorrow

    Blg
    now begin-1SG da swim-1SG tomorrow

b’. *Tora o Janis arxizi na kolimba avrio.
    MGrk
    now Janis begin-3SG na swim-3SG tomorrow

The authors explain the ungrammaticality of the MGrk examples in (28a’) and (28b’), borrowed from Varlokosta and Hornstein (1993), by pointing out that each of these sentences denotes one event aspectually, namely that of “knowing an activity” or “beginning an activity”. The same explanation can be extended to the Blg examples (28a) and (28b). Since there is only one event, the temporal specification of the embedded event is identical to that of the main predicate.

But there are other cases to consider, because some Type II Ss can denote an independent event, this property being a matter of selection. One such case is
4. Subjunctives, Case-checking, and V movement

In this section, I will offer an account of how nominative and null Case is checked in Blg and MGrk subjunctives.

I will adopt the proposal of Rivero (1994) and Terzi (1991, 1997) that the subjunctive particle da/na heads a projection of its own, Mood(Phrase). In view of my assumption that subjunctive complements are TPs, the strict adjacency requirement that holds between da/na and the verb cluster can be taken to indicate that the particle selects a TP, as shown in the configuration below:

\[(32) \quad \text{[CP C [MP M0 da/na [TP T0 [VP SUBJ [V- OBJ]]]]]}\]

Assuming that the verb is selected from the lexicon with tense and agreement on it, the V feature of T will check the tense on the verb, while its D feature will check the Case of the subject DP that raises to its specifier position. The DP carries along its 0 features which will be checked against the Agr features of V in the Spec head relation established within TP.

Let us assume that the V feature of T is strong if T has the specification [+T]. On the other hand, the V feature of T is weak if T is specified as [-T]. Let us further assume (following Watanabe 1993) that strong T will check nominative Case, while weak T checks null Case. If feature strength is the motivation behind overt versus covert V movement, then in (32) strong T will trigger adnominal of V to T, since V has strong tense features that have to be checked against [+T]. Weak T, on the other hand, will trigger only covert raising, so only the tense features of V will adjoin to T, to be checked by [-T] (through Procrastinate). These two options correspond to the two possible choices of subjunctive subjects—pro/lexical DP in a Type I S and PRO in a Type II S. The former type will be chosen whenever the strong value of T is chosen, and the latter type is chosen whenever the weak value of T is chosen. This ensures that pro/lexical DP will move from Spec, VP to Spec, TP for nominative Case-checking in case T is occupied by the V+T complex. PRO, on the other hand, will move from Spec, VP to Spec, TP for Null Case-checking against the raised tense features of V. The opposite choice—namely the one by which PRO instead of pro moves to Spec, TP—is barred because strong T will not have satisfied its nominative Case feature and the derivation will crash. Alternatively, if pro rather than PRO raises to Spec, TP for Null Case-checking, the derivation will crash again, since in this case weak T will not have satisfied its Null Case feature.

As a result of this discussion, we obtain the representations in (33) for Type I and Type II Ss, respectively:

\[(33) \quad \text{[CP [MP da/na [TP pro/lexical DP V+T [VP v]]]]}\]

\[(33b) \quad \text{[CP [MP da/na [TP PRO T [V P]]]]}\]

Unfortunately, (33) predicts that a lexical DP should be able to intervene between da/na and the verbal complex, contrary to fact, as (34) shows:
and therefore it is legitimate for the embedded subject in (37) to be PRO (see also Kayne 1991 who claims this to be true for English and Romance control infinitives).

However, the fact that the pronominal subject in (35a) from Blg is nominative does not allow us to posit a da+V-to-C movement for (35b), comparable to the one in (38), for the purpose of licensing nominative Case on the subject. If nominative subjects can be licensed in situ, this type of movement will lack motivation and will thus create a problem for Watanabe’s theory. More important, though, the pair in (35) raises the question about the specification of the empty C in both Blg and MGrk subjunctive clauses.

With respect to the lexical content of C, I will assume that C in Blg and MGrk subjunctives contains the feature [+finite], as do all indicative complements (Rizzi 1997). Suppose that V’s tense features in Type I Ss raise (by Move F) to the embedded C to check off [+finite]. This movement will allow for the proper relation to be established between the matrix and embedded T, in view of the tense dependency that we observed in section 3. Suppose further that C in Type II Ss has an additional abstract (null) tense feature in addition to the [+finite] one. In this case, raising of embedded V’s tense features to C will ensure the strict matching of the specification in C and T (otherwise the derivation will not succeed). If a null tense feature can be interpreted as signaling a lack of (independent) tense or as yielding a simultaneous construal (Stowell 1996), then the strict anaphoric temporal relation between the matrix tense and the present tense of the subjunctive clause will follow. What type of specification C will depend on the selectional properties of the higher V, possibly along the lines of Rivero’s (1987) proposal about the index-sharing mechanism between V and its th-marked CP complement.

Turning back to the contrast in (35), we find that, interestingly, (35a) and (35b) have different interpretations: (35b) can be roughly paraphrased as I want the act of leaving to be performed by John, while (35a) can be paraphrased as I want John’s leaving. In other words, in (35b) the focus of the desire is on the event of leaving, while in (35a) the concentration is on the participant (namely Ivan) in the event of leaving. Construction (35a) is reminiscent of a pseudorelative structure. It thus seems that when the subject is pronominal, the subjunctive tends to have nominallike properties.

Suppose it is not the shape of C but rather the D feature of M that is responsible for the difference between (35a) and (35b)/(36). Suppose further that the D feature of M can be parameterized in terms of strength (as suggested to me by M. Rivero, private communication), so that one or the other value is involved in each interpretation. Thus, when the D feature is strong, it will trigger movement of the subjunctive subject from Spec, TP to Spec, MP. This will account for the SF order in (35a). On the other hand, if the D feature of M is weak, the subject will not have to raise to Spec, MP and the VS order of (35b) will follow. Consequently, lexical subjects in Blg can raise higher than Spec, TP but are not obliged to do so. In view of this proposal, it can be argued that in (36) the lexical subject does not move to Spec, MP because M in MGrk has a weak D feature. This also rules out the MGK agreement in Spec, TP.
movement of $na+V$ to C but is rather due to a weak D feature of M that does not attract the subjunctive subject to Spec, MP.

5. Conclusion

In this essay, I have argued that there are two types of subjunctive clauses in MGrk and Blg. I have labeled them Type I and Type II and have tried to show that each type displays uniform behavior in terms of subject reference and semantic (tense-related) properties. Further, I have tried to correlate the tense dependencies typical for all subjunctive and infinitive complements with the Case possibilities for the subject in these clauses by showing that strong tense features are compatible only with pro (and nominative) subjects, while weak tense features are compatible only with PRO subjects. Thus, I established that the properties of null subjunctive subjects are not inherent to the contrast between pro and PRO but follow from the tense properties of the clauses that license these empty categories. I argued that Case (nominative versus null) is checked in the domain of the embedded clause, with a follow-up process of checking the featural specification of C. Such an analysis obviates the need for an overt V movement to account for the word order restriction in MGrk and thus complies with last resort and the spirit of the Minimalist framework in general.
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1. Throughout the paper I will be using the term subjunctive as a cover term for all $da/na$-clauses, irrespective of their functions or interpretation as subjunctives or infinitives.

2. Romanian has subjunctive morphology (although "reserved" for third person forms), a subjunctive complementizer cu and a subjunctive particle $sa$ (but see Dobrovie-Sorin 1994 for an account of the ambiguous status of $sa$ as a Comp/Infl element). Albanian has no subjunctive morphology but does have a subjunctive complementizer (qe) and a special subjunctive particle (let) (Turan 1995). Serbo-Croatian (insofar as it is a Balkan language) has no subjunctive morphology but has the subjunctive particle $da$ which functions as a complementizer (Zec 1987, among others).

3. Throughout the essay, the subjunctive particles in MGrk and Blg will be glossed "na" for Greek and "da" for Bulgarian.

4. In this essay, I will be concerned with subject control only, and the conclusions will apply only to subject control complements. The structural and referential properties of object control subjunctives and ECM complements remain outside the scope of the present investigation.

5. Such a line of reasoning brings my proposal closer to the spirit of Huang’s (1984) and Borer’s (1989) theories regarding the possibility for a unifying descrip-

agreement as a way to achieve the control properties of pro, since agreement is rich in all subjunctive complements in Blg, irrespective of whether they take pro or PRO subjects.

6. The adjacency restriction between the particle and the following verb is a characteristic property of all Balkan subjunctives. Apart from this restriction, which is generally not typical for complementizers, Rudin (1986) gives three more arguments for the noncomplementizer status of $da$: (1) $da$ can co-occur with complementizers like $be$ ‘that’, $dali$ ‘whether’, or deter ‘that/which’; (2) wh-words can co-occur with $da$ but not with complementizers; and (3) focused constituents are placed between the complementizer and $da$, separating $da$ from Comp.

7. Within this semantically defined categorization, the term control verb can be correlated with the semantic property of control in its broadest sense, i.e., as referring to verbs which take in any non-freely interpreted empty category (Joseph 1992).

8. Semantically, it is difficult to determine what differentiates the two sets of verbs that may select one or the other subjunctive type. A discussion of their semantic properties, however, will lead me too far afield and it is for this reason that I will not undertake it here. Arguably, verbs that take a Type II S subcategorize for either a proposition (in this way they resemble their English counterparts, such as intend, succeed, and expect) or an object DP. In the latter case the DP may be interpreted as one with an elliptical propositional reading, such as, for example, aspecutuals: I begin something I begin to do something (Hornstein and Lightfoot 1987; Rivero, to appear). In this respect, control verbs share a lot of similarities with ECM verbs like atakvan ‘expect’ (in its predictive reading) and perception verbs like vizdam ‘see’, čuvam ‘hear’, etc. (which could possibly fall under control theory as well). Negation plays an important role in that it seems to interfere with the selection of a Type I rather than a Type II S, on the one hand, and of a subjunctive rather than an indicative, on the other. Sometimes the restriction on the indicative is tied to a specific reading of the predicate (for example, when know denotes ability, it is used with a subjunctive, but in its epistemic sense it requires an indicative).

9. This generalization predicts that if a language has nonfinite complements as well as subjunctive ones, it will tend to use the infinitive in cases of obligatory control. This does not seem to be universally true for all Balkan languages. For example, Romanian allows control with subjunctives, even though it has infinitives as well. Dobrovie-Sorin (1994) has argued, however, that $a$ infinitives in Romanian have an exclusively DP distribution (due to the nominal properties of the infinitive marker $a$), although they have the same clausal status as $sa$ subjunctives.

10. See Dobrovie-Sorin (1994) for a binding-theoretic explanation of the lack of obviatio effects in Romanian subjunctives and Terzi (1991) for a discussion of relevant structures in MGrk.

11. With unstressed pronouns some speakers prefer the noncoreferent interpretation.

12. Interestingly, the contrast between the (a) and (b) sentences in (20) and (21) is comparable to that in (i) from English and is due to the fact that the embedded predicate does not allow a nonagentive PRO subject:

(a) John tried [PRO to visit Bill.] (Lasnik’s (36))

b. *John tried [PRO to resemble Bill.]

(Lasnik 1992:241) notes that “these thematic constraints on Control tend to obtain only in configurations where PRO is demanded (rather than simply allowed)”.

SUBJUNCTIVES IN BULGARIAN AND MODERN GREEK

Direct Object Clitic Doubling in Albanian and Greek

Dalina Kallulli

1. Introduction

A pervasive phenomenon in the languages of the Balkan is that of clitic doubling. This study investigates clitic doubling of direct objects in two of these languages: Albanian and Greek (MGrk). This undertaking is motivated by the need to gain deeper insight into the nature of clitic doubling constructions and in turn, contributes to the general question of why clitic doubling appears at all. Doubling constructions are by their nature strongly reminiscent of object agreement constructions. Yet, there are essential differences between the two that beg for explanation. The Albanian and Greek patterns confirm the idea that in spite of certain similarities between clitic doubling and object agreement phenomena, the two cannot be equated. For instance, unlike object agreement markers, direct object clitics in Albanian and Greek have restricted distribution and operatorlike properties. It will be shown that the factors that determine clitic doubling of direct object DPs in both languages are by and large identical and can be captured by a uniform syntactic analysis. Crucially, I argue that direct object clitics in both languages unequivocally mark the DPs they doubly as [+Focus], which, in analogy with the [+Focus] feature on phrases (cf. Jackendoff 1972, Horvath 1986, Rochemont 1986, Brody 1990, among others), will be defined as a syntactic feature on phrases interpretable at both the LF and PF interfaces. Consequently, clitic doubling of direct object DPs does not induce specificity on these DPs, as has been claimed for Romance (cf. Sportiche 1992, Uralgareka 1995, among others). It will be argued instead that the locus of specificity is the D position (cf. Abney 1987), which for noun phrases underlies argumenthood (cf. Longobardi 1994). The view that direct object clitics in Albanian and Greek mark the DPs they double as unambiguously [+Focus] may be implemented successfully within the minimalist framework (cf. Chomsky 1995) by preserving Sportiche’s (1992) basic assumption that clitics bear their own maximal projections and that direct object clitics in particular are heads with operatorlike properties. Importantly, it will be argued that argument clitics carry a D-feature, which is why they may double only DPs, not NPs, and that specificity,